Teach to Reach: Maximizing Learning for All Students
This non-credit course is a collaboration between the Schreyer Institute for Teaching Excellence (SITE), Student Disability Resources, World Campus, and the Center for Applied Special Technology (CAST). This four-week, entirely asynchronous, online course provides an opportunity for faculty of any rank or status, teaching assistants, post-doctoral instructors from all disciplines, and members of the learning design community to explore and apply Universal Design for Learning (UDL) principles.
2 spots remaining for the fall semester. Offered again in the spring semester.
For more information and to register, go to: http://www.schreyerinstitute.psu.edu/Events

Conversation Circle: Teaching Toward Equity & Inclusion
The conversation circle is a space in which participants can hold themselves and each other accountable, a space to move from raising their awareness around questions related to equity and inclusion in higher education towards taking responsibility for meaningful action within our own classrooms and teaching praxis. The meetings are intended to be a series of discussions around teaching practices, equity, race, and the barriers that might obstruct progress from awareness to action.
Next conversation circle begins in the spring semester. Please email Beate Brunow, bub130@psu.edu, or Adam Smith, ahs5357@psu.edu, if you’re interested in joining.
For more information, go to: http://www.schreyerinstitute.psu.edu/Events

Teaching Communities and Communities of Practice

Teaching and Learning Scholarship – Students as Partners
Instructors and trained students work as partners to improve the learning and teaching experience. Trained students are able to collect data in the classroom to explore inclusive teaching practices with the instructor. Email Laura Cruz lxc601@psu.edu or Beate Brunow bub130@psu.edu

Custom Workshops for Departments or Small Groups
Creating an Inclusive Course
Responding to Challenging Moments
Other Topics upon Request
Email site@psu.edu or any SITE consultant

Individual Consultations (syllabus, mid-semester feedback, SRTEs, assessment, etc.)
Email site@psu.edu or visit http://www.schreyerinstitute.psu.edu/staff
Connect with your departmental SITE liaison

SITE Tools and Resources
http://www.schreyerinstitute.psu.edu/tools/